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Download Papers 3 - Reference Manager and enjoy it on your iPhone, iPad, Find, read, organize, share and sync your
research papers - anytime, anywhere!.

The best productivity app for academics who: like their concentration soundtracked by the seashore. Summary
Pro includes a special keyboard for changing the font style, size, and alignment of text. Outsourcing
experiments ScienceExchange â€” Marketplace for shared lab instrumentations. Synapse â€” Platform to
support open, collaborative data analysis for clear, reproducible science Electronic lab notebook Docollab â€”
Helps you manage your scientific research, collaborate with your colleagues and publish your findings. Plus,
you can quickly tag content as you add it, so no more wading through convoluted bookmark-folder
architecture. Linkedin â€” Professional networking site for all. RunMyCode â€” Openly share the code and
data that underlie your research publications. DataHub â€” Publish or register datasets, create and manage
groups and communities Dataverse Network â€” Harvard-based tool to share, cite, reuse and archive research
data. To-do list app: Momentum Are you a Chrome user who wants crystal-clear focus at the beginning of
each day? Figshare â€” Manage your research in the cloud and control who you share it with or make it
publicly available and citable. MyExperiment â€” Share workflows and in silico experiments nanoHUB â€”
Centralized platform for computational nanotechnology research, education, and collaboration. Mercurial â€”
Control management tool with distributed source, giving each developer a local copy of the development
history. The devs should also take a page from Skitch, which allows for really convenient document markup.
And you can start sessions in the moment or schedule them in advance. At least half of us in the office use
Momentum to make sure we give our most important tasks priority each day. A set of tools allowing you to
bring additional functionalities such as executable code to your articles are grouped under Support to
publication. SciFlies â€” Allows anyone, anywhere to directly support research they care about. Wolfram
Alpha â€” Web-based tools for scientific calculations. Galaxy Project â€” Web-based platform for data
intensive biomedical research. Patient Innovation â€” Nonprofit, international, multilingual, free venue for
patients and caregivers of any disease to share their innovations. My biggest quibble with Ulysses right now as
a note-taking, researching tool is the way it handles inline images. ScienceExchange â€” Marketplace for
shared lab instrumentations. Simply add your collaborator by email and they will be added to your shared
folder. The best productivity app for academics who: want to unstick their writing. Delve Health â€”
Comprehensive source of real-time intelligence focused on life science research industry. Researchers can also
maximize the exposure of their work by placing their manuscripts in Paper repositories. Mendeley â€” A
unique platform comprising a social network, reference manager, article visualization tools MyScienceWork
â€” Diffuse scientific information and knowledge in a free and accessible way. And as a bonus, your library
lives on the cloud. The "iTunes for PDFs" paradigm holds true, they win my 3 stars for that. Click here to find
out more. MyScienceWork â€” Diffuse scientific information and knowledge in a free and accessible way.
Unacceptable for a mobile solution. Crowdfunding Benefunder â€” Facilitates connections with top
researchers who are working on breakthrough discoveries that are impacting our world. You can drop all sorts
of cool things into a note, and even draw and sketch, and more. Duke human heart â€” Repository for
cardiovascular research scientists, including tissues samples and information. Protocols â€” Crowdsourced
universal protocol repository. Search engines and curators BibSonomy â€” Share bookmarks and lists of
literature. Not sure what's going on here Limn â€” Free journal that outlines contemporary problems. Evernote
â€” A place to collect inspirational ideas, write meaningful words, and move your important projects forward.
LabGuru â€” Supports day to day activities of a research group, from vision to execution, from knowledge to
logistics. Choose one that works for you, and use it to help you balance your work and life admin. Many
others are available elsewhere.


